**Course Literature**

Literature is mostly in English. Most of the articles are freely accessible through UpUnet internet connection. Search, for instance by title in [http://scholar.google.com](http://scholar.google.com) that gives you the direct link or go to journals via UU library.

**Moment 1. Politisk kultur/Political Culture**

**Introductions to the concept and study of political culture**

**Civic culture, historical legacies, the cases of US and Sweden, descriptions of political culture, qualitative methods**

**Changes in contemporary civic culture, pol. culture on the national level, as an independent variable, quantitative methods**

**Culture and institutions, how fixed is pol. culture? Sub-cultures, pol. culture as dependant variable, qualitative and quantitative methods**
- Bennich-Björkman, Li, “Civic commitment, Political Culture and the Estonian Inter-war Generation” in *Nationalities Papers* 35:1, 1-21, 2007 (16 pages)
**Moment 3. Social rörelser /Social Movements and Collective Action**

(1) **Mobilization – why and how?**


(2) **Outcomes of mobilization**


**Moment 4. Politiskt deltagande/Political Participation**

http://prq.sagepub.com/cgi/rapidpdf/1065912908322411v1


Moment 2. Tolerans och socialt kapital/Tolerance and Social Capital


**Also read:**


Murder in Amsterdam: The Death of Theo Van Gogh and the Limits of Tolerance

Ian Buruma, Joanne J. Myers, URL: http://www.cceia.org/resources/transcripts/5409.html

**Moment 5. Social och politisk makt/ Social and Political Power**


**Moment 6. Eliter och sociala nätverk/Elites and Social Network**


Li Bennich-Björkman & Branka Likic-Broboric, 2008. ”Successful but Different: National Identities, Civil Society, and the Consensus-Driven Transition to Capitalism in Slovenia and Estonia”.


